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GENERAL CHAIR                     What steps must organizations take to demonstrate that their information systems and data practices comply 
Annie Antón, North Carolina State University with government laws and regulations?
Dimitris Karagiannis, University of Vienna

Over the past several decades, we have experienced tremendous growth in new business practices, products and services

PROGRAM CHAIR that use information to achieve stakeholder goals. Recent compliance challenges include balancing privacy and security, 

Travis Breaux, Institute for Defense Analyses patient medical records, corporate governance and accessibility. To address similar challenges, this growth has drawn the attention 

Eric Dubois, Henri Tudor Research Institute of regulators, lawyers, engineers and academics in a shared pursuit to understand the historical and social impact of existing laws 

and regulations on emerging technology. The costs to brand, infrastructure and the public of violating the law are often prohibitive

PROGRAM COMMITTEE and the challenges to ensure that information systems comply with the law are viewed differently by those involved. 

Daniel Amyot, University of Ottawa
Brian Berenbach, Siemens Corporation The Third International Workshop on Requirements Engineering and Law is a multi-disciplinary, one-day workshop that will bring 
Dan Berry, University of Waterloo together practitioners and researchers from government, industry and academia to investigate challenges to ensuring that  
Efrim Boritz University of Waterloo informationsystems comply with the law. The workshop will probe important issues, including the processes for identifying 
Anthony Finkelstein, University College London relevant laws and jurisdictions, aligning laws with system requirements, managing requirements and changes in the law 
Guido Governatori, NICTA Australia and demonstrating how systems comply with relevant laws through evidence-based mechanisms such as documentation, 
Patrick Heymans, University of Namur testing and certification.
Chris Hoofnagle, Berkley Center of Law and Tech
Marta Indulska, University of Queensland Attendance, Format and Outcomes
Luigi Logrippo, University of Quebec - Outaouais The workshop will bring together practitioners and researchers from auditing, accounting, law and requirements engineering. The 
John Mylopoulos, University of Trento workshop format will consist of presentations of papers and breakout sessions. The goals of this workshop include: standardizing 
Henry Prakken, Utrecht University vocabulary and terms from multiple disciplines; refining objectives and identifying unsolved industry and research-related problems; 
Bashar Nuseibeh, Open University and finding agreement on validation objectives for proposed solutions.

Planned Topics
• Identifying, prioritizing and integrating relevant laws, policies and jurisdictions

• Legal requirements acquisition, specification, analysis and validation

• Formal and informal modeling of laws, policies and requirements

• Traceability and alignment between laws, policies, standards and requirements

• Coordinating requirements change and the evolution of law and policy

• Introducing existing products and services into new jurisdictions

• Requirements verification; documenting and auditing evidence of compliance

• Interplay between governance, policies, business processes and requirements

• Risk and acceptable degrees of compliance assurance and system certification

Important Dates Submissions
Deadline for submissions: 9 July 2010 • Research/Experience papers (10 pages, max)

Notice of acceptance: 28 July 2010 • Industrial/Government problem statements (4-6 pages)

Camera-ready submission: 6 August 2010

Workshop date: 28 September 2010 Submissions will be reviewed by at least two members of the program committee for relevance to the workshop topics of interest.

Preference will be given to submissions that emhasize informed, legally and technically sound descriptions of important challenges

and problems as opposed to proposed solutions. Accepted submissions will be published by IEEE and best papers will be invited 

to be extended and published in a special issue of the Requirements Engineering Journal. Papers must be formatted to conform to

the IEEE Computer Society proceedings guidelines and submitted electronically in Adobe PDF to the EasyChair service:

http://www.easychair.org/conferences/?conf=relaw10
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